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Abstract: The discourse about teaching in control engineering would greatly
benefit from having a common instrument to measure the success of teach-
ing. This can be achieved by a concept inventory. In the process of developing
the CECI - Control Engineering Concept Inventory - first drafts of items were
exposed to students in interviews. The interviews yielded insights into student
understanding, the process of developing items along with the interviews, and
the role of example systems in qualitative questions. These findings are trans-
ferable to other domains of engineering, they are not only relevant to control
engineering instructors but to everyone involved in teaching engineering.

Introduction
Control engineering is an important part in many engineering curricula as can be seen by the
importance of automation in the industry. Many students at Hamburg University of Technology
(TUHH) seem to have problems learning the basic concepts of control engineering in an intro-
ductory course (Eichler et al., 2013). There is no indication that this is significantly different at
other universities.

Furthermore, conceptual knowledge is, along with factual and procedural knowledge, impor-
tant for proficiency in a domain (Bransford et al., 1999). As procedural and factual learning
is already rewarded in engineering education (Felder and Brent, 2005; Elby, 1999), it is es-
pecially important to foster the teaching of conceptual understanding. All the more so as
problem solving, a very important skill for engineers, is negatively influenced by a lack of con-
ceptual understanding (Hestenes and Wells, 1992).

A way to improve student conceptual understanding in control engineering is to try different
methods of teaching and measure the gain in conceptual understanding. These measure-
ments can be done by a concept inventory. A concept inventory is a standardised multiple
choice test, which uses qualitative questions to measure conceptual understanding/expert-like
thinking (Adams and Wieman, 2011, they refer to concept inventories as formative assess-
ment of instruction). A concept inventory for introductory control engineering courses could
spark the discourse about teaching in control engineering across institutions as the Force
Concept Inventory (Hestenes et al., 1992) did in physics education (Libarkin, 2008).

The research presented in this paper is part of a dissertation project. The aim of the project
is to develop the Control Engineering Concept Inventory, the CECI. There have been at least
two attempts to develop a concept inventory in control engineering: One was successful but
the concept inventory was developed for evaluating a certain course making it too narrow for
widespread use (Bristow et al., 2012) and the other was never finished (Lundberg, 2012). The
project behind this paper and its motivation are described in more detail in Kieckhäfer et al.
(2017).
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As part of the development of a concept inventory, one needs to draft items and test them. In
the early stages of an item, this is often done in interviews with students (Adams and Wieman,
2011). So the main objective of this qualitative study is to test and further develop first items
for the CECI. A thorough analysis of the reliability and the validity of the items comes in a later
stage of the dissertation project. A second objective is to get deeper knowledge of student
understanding in control engineering, which will help with the development of further items.

The analysis of the interviews is still in progress. Therefore, the result section focusses on
the use of example systems (systems that are used to illustrate the item at hand) and their
impact on qualitative reasoning, the development of an item from scratch along the process of
conducting the interviews, and two specific patterns of incorrect reasoning, which are relevant
in all engineering disciplines, not only in control engineering.

Theoretical framework
Conceptual understanding has been studied in the context of introductory science and en-
gineering courses for some time. Originating in the field of physics, systematic student diffi-
culties in various subfields have been identified through student interviews and written tests
(McDermott and Redish, 1999). Similar work has since been done in the other sciences and
in engineering. Generally, these studies have identified specific conceptual difficulties that are
prevalent and persistent after traditional instruction in the respective subjects. Based on these
results, concept inventories have been developed.

Especially the following tenets are important for the research presented in this paper: Measur-
ing conceptual understanding is a good way to gauge student understanding (Mazur, 1997,
pp. 5-7). Concept inventories, like the Force Concept Inventory (FCI, see Hestenes et al.,
1992), are widely used instruments to measure conceptual understanding (Libarkin, 2008).
As teaching is essentially helping student understanding, concept inventories are one pos-
sible measure for the quality of teaching (Evans et al., 2003). Going further, it is possible to
compare courses and teaching methods using concept inventory scores (Hake, 1998; Garvin-
Doxas et al., 2007).

Methods and implementation
Interviews were used to expose first drafts of items to students. This section describes how
the interviews were conducted, what the population was, what items were used and how the
interviews were analysed.

Interviews
In each semi-structered interviews, a student was exposed to about four of the six different
items. The planned duration of the interviews was about 30 minutes. To get the best insight
into the thoughts of the students, they were ask to think aloud and follow-up questions were
ask whenever the interviewers deemed it necessary. Due to the exploratory character of
the study, it was not possible to state follow-up questions beforehand. The tabletop with the
sheets of paper with the item and the hands of the students on it were videotaped, so that it
was possible to reconstruct not only the spoken word but also the timing of writing and ges-
tures. All students agreed to the videotaping and were informed about their rights according
to the European General Data Protection Regulation (European Union, 2016). After the inter-
views, only pseudonyms were used. As incentive, the participating students were offered one
on one tutoring after the interview. The interviews took place after all topics relevant for the
items in the interviews had been covered in the course the students were recruited from. In an
interval of five weeks, 11 interviews with 11 different students took place. All interviews were
conducted in German and in most of the interviews, two interviewers, the first author and a
varying second person, were present.

Population
The students all were enrolled in the the course ’Introduction to Control Systems’ at TUHH.
This course is taught in the fifth Bachelor-semester and is taken by around 500 students from
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Table 1: Items used in the interviews

Item Short description Interviews

1 Controlling the temperature of a soup with P-control 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
2 Controlling the water level of a tank with P-control 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
3 Stability of a system, input/output 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
4 Stopping of a pendulum by moving the mounting 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9
5 Damping of a spring-mass-system after putting it in oil 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
6 Matching a physical schemata and its block diagram 10, 11

Figure 1: Item 1: Soup

different courses of study (mostly general engineering science, electrical engineering, me-
chanical engineering and chemical engineering). It is the first course on control (some of the
students have had a ’Signals and Systems’-course beforehand) and it deals with classical
control (1st- & 2nd-order-systems, PID-control, frequency-domain-design) and gives a small
outlook on digital control at the end. The interviewed students were from different courses of
study and the grade point average of the students was spread over the whole spectrum.

Items
Four items were developed before the interview period started and two more items were de-
veloped during the process. Table 1 gives an overview over the items and the interviews they
were used in. All items were refined during the period of interviews. In the first few interviews,
all four items (1, 3, 4, 5) were given the same attention, but the answers to Items 1 and 3
turned out to be the most interesting. Item 1 (Figure 1) was reframed to Item 2 (Figure 2) after
Interview 4 in order to get more insight on the effect of different example systems. Item 1 uses
a pot of soup on a hotplate as an example system, whereas a tank in an irrigation system is
the example system of Item 2. The reasoning which leads to the correct answer (Figure 3),
stayed essentially the same. Furthermore, Item 3 (Figure 4) was changed several times dur-
ing the period the interviews were conducted. These changes are described in detail in the
next section, since the way this item was developed is different than the others and worth a
closer look. While the above considerations led to a focus Items 1, 2, and 3, Items 4, 5, and
6 were still used but to a lesser extent and only minor corrections in language were imple-
mented as a result of the interviews.

Figure 2: Item 2: tank in an irrigation system
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Figure 3: Correct answer to Items 1 and 2

Analysis
Since the analysis is still in progress, only the part of the analysis that led to the findings cov-
ered by this paper is explained here. First, the recordings of the interviews were reviewed by
the first author to get a good overview and an impression on the scope of answers the stu-
dents gave. Next, the interviews were cut up into parts, each part consisting of the answers
one student gave while working on one item. This allowed to compare the answers of different
students regarding one item. These shorter interview passages where analysed with regard
to the issues that became apparent to the first author during the interviews and while the first
viewing of the recordings. Afterwards, all findings were discussed with another researcher.
This was done by reviewing showcase passages and reaching consensus about the interpre-
tation of these passages.

Results
To obtain a high relevance for the readership at REES2019, only the overarching, generalis-
able results are presented here, omitting the more specific control engineering issues.

Example systems
As already described in the section above, two items (see Figures 1 and 2) were identical
except the example system used to illustrate the items (isomorphic questions, Smith et al.,
2009). This led to insights into the role of example systems when posing a question.

First of all, the students seemed to intuitively understand the heating of a soup better than
the irrigation system in these items despite asking for the same reasoning from a control
theory point of view. One likely reason for this is that a pot of food on a hotplate is a more
everyday setting than a tank in an irrigation system. When answering the soup example, most
of the students used qualitative reasoning by themselves and more or less arrived at a sound
conclusion. With the irrigation system, some students were trying to use formulas despite the
fact that it is a qualitative question and the only equation expressed in the task describes only
one part of the system making it impossible to answer the item by only using this equation.
It seems that the students fall back on formulas (even when they just describe parts of the
system in question) if they do not intuitively understand the example system. Students that
were given both items in one interview (one at the beginning and the other one at the end
of the interview) always saw the similarities between the items and often concluded that the
answer should be the same.

The usage of example systems that are understood intuitively seems to foster thinking qualita-
tively about a problem and therefore leads to the measurement of the conceptual knowledge
about the control concept in question. If the example system is not understood intuitively the
students tend to make guesses based on the familiar looking information (in this case the one
equation they could get out of the item description), which makes it hard to interpret the an-
swers. An item invoking such guessing is not very suitable for a concept inventory, since it just
measures how good the guessing strategy of the student is.
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Item development during the interview process
This section gives an example on how the development of an item can be done in the process
of interviewing students. The preferred way to develop items is to have items at a level ready
for use in a concept inventory before the interviews and then just use the interviews to mainly
test the language and the understanding of the items and to find response options in student
language (Adams and Wieman, 2011). If, for whatever reason, this is not possible, one may
start to develop an item by asking very bluntly about a concept as the evolution of item 3
(Figure 4) shows.

The item started out rather short and evolved (Figure 4) along the interviews. It was clear that
stability is an important concept, but designing an item about stability that does not trigger
a memorised definition or the application of an algorithm proved to be difficult. Therefore, a
rather general task was used in the first interviews to generate further input from the students
as starting points for an item concerning stability. In the end, the focus of the item changed
slightly from targeting the concept of stability directly to targeting the input and output be-
haviour of a system. This is desirable, since asking directly for a concept often leads to the
reproduction of textbook answers, which makes it hard to differentiate between memorisation
and conceptual understanding. The answers to the first version (Figure 4a) showed that the
students often only took the output of a system into account when thinking about stability. This
led to the second version (Figure 4b) which explicitly took the input into account by giving
an input in the task and asking for an output that should make it possible to say that the sys-
tem is stable. The students did not really seem to understand what the item was asking for
and often started guessing answers, which may very well be the result of the logically rather
complicated structure of the question. This led to the third version (Figure 4c), which tried to
invoke a misconception (stability at a certain frequency means stability of the system) which
was assumed to be a misconception after the previous interviews. It also avoided to trigger
the students by mentioning stability. The question posed was too broad for students to recog-
nise that the desired answer is about stability. Most of them just read the obvious properties
off of the two graphs (gain and phase shift). The fourth version (Figure 4d) is the compromise
between not triggering by mentioning stability, but also giving some sense of direction. The dif-
ferent statements did prompt the students to give longer and richer answers. The formulations
and selection of the statements still need refinement. This shows the downside of starting
with such a blunt first version, one needs more interviews to arrive at an item that is ready for
classroom testing in a preliminary concept inventory.

Overall, it is possible to start with bluntly asking about a concept and still end up with one or
several good items, but more interviews are needed compared to starting with a sophisticated
item in the beginning. Therefore, while Adams and Wieman (2011) recommend starting the
interview process with a well developed item in place, our example suggests that developing
the item through a sequence of interviews is also a possibility. Since preparing, conducting
and analysing interviews takes a lot of time, it is better to come up with a good item right from
the start, but it is not an absolute necessity.

Patterns of incorrect reasoning
The interviews showed some recurring patterns in wrong reasoning. The two main ones are
described in this section.

All students predicted an oscillating behaviour at some point while answering Items 1 and 2,
despite the fact that the example systems are in principle not able to oscillate. Such a funda-
mental misclassification becomes plausible as follows: Most students showed in some way
that they are constructing the response of a feedback system by thinking in consecutive steps
and then inferring a chronological order, not taking into account that feedback and input all
happen simultaneously. In the case of the soup system, they do not only see the causal link
(The heating is turned on because the soup is colder) but also a temporal sequence (The
heating is turned on after the soup got colder). This thinking of a delayed reaction of the feed-
back can lead to the answer with an oscillating response.
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(a) 1st version of item 3

(b) 2nd version of item 3

(c) 3rd version of item 3

(d) 4th version of item 3

Figure 4: Evolution of item 3
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Another error that almost all students answering Item 1 made is to assume that heating im-
plies an increase in soup temperature. The same is true for Item 2 (An inflow always means
a rising water level). They forget to take into account that there is also a process (the dissipa-
tion or the outflow) that causes a decrease in temperature/water level. They do this despite
displaying knowledge of the dissipation/the outflow in other parts of the interview. They seem
to have problems to keep all effects in mind that influence a quantity, despite mentioning them
at other times. It seems to be hard for them to keep the whole system and all its workings in
mind at the same time.

These two patterns of incorrect thinking are not only relevant in control engineering. For exam-
ple, in electric circuits, physical quantities depend on each other, but can often be assumed
to change simultaneously. Several different quantities affecting the same quantity are also
common in engineering, e. g. different forces acting on an object affecting its motion (New-
ton’s second law) or different flows of heat affecting the temperature of an object (first law
of thermodynamics). As has been observed, these patterns of incorrect thinking do not only
negatively affect the proficiency in control engineering, but also hinder understanding in other
engineering domains (Kautz, 2014).

Summary and conclusion
In this study, first drafts of items for the CECI were evaluated by means of student interviews.
This yielded insights into student understanding, the process of developing items along with
the interviews, and the role of example systems.

The interviews showed that they do not only function as a last assessment of items before a
classroom test but can also be a source of inspiration for the development of items. Further-
more, it becomes apparent that the choice of example system seems to play a vital role in
invoking qualitative reasoning. An example system that was not intuitively understood made
the students in the interviews fall back to routines they already knew and seemed to stifle
their qualitative reasoning. This is not desirable for items in a concept inventory since this
qualitative reasoning shows conceptual understanding. Finally, insights on student under-
standing were gained by observing recurring patterns of incorrect reasoning. Two interesting
patterns were observable. First, students often inferred a temporal order from a logical depen-
dency. Second, they often did not take all factors that influence a certain quantity into account
despite displaying that they know about all factors. These patters are relevant to many engi-
neering domains.

The next steps in the development of the CECI are drafting and testing further items, finish-
ing the process of determining the concepts that should be covered by the CECI and looking
further into the example systems and what makes them work and what not. If you are inter-
ested in the project, have ideas or insights that might help the project, or want to take part in it,
please contact the first author.
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